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loop music software, 79
LTC, 126
Macintosh vs. Windows, 82
markers, 203
and metering, 43
missing tracks, 130
mixer, 50-51
mixing, 363-365, 370-371, 375
monitoring, 34
monitor switching, 42
mono audio, 91-92
vs. multitrack software, 72-73
overloads, 23
parametric equalizers, 247
patchbays, 53
periodic sounds, 131
pitch changes, 309
Pitch Craft (Bias), 316
Pitch Craft (Bias), 316
pitch changes, 309
Peaking equalizers, and bandwidth, 249-250
Peak level control, compressors, 264
Peak reading, and metering, 43
Perceussoundss, editing and placement, 230
phantom voltage, microphones, 140
Phasedistortion, stereo simulation, 348
Phase error, definition, 130
Phase inversion, stereo simulation, 348-351
Phase reversal, stereo simulation, 343
Phase shift, equalizers, 247
Phase voicer, function, 318-319
Phone connection, voiceover, 42
Phonemes, dialog editing, 160, 170-173
Phonetic-based dialog editing, basic concept, 169-170
Phonograph, record, 336-337
Pitch definition, 5
in dialog editing, 173
manipulation, 307-308
Pitch error, definition, 130
Pitch error, definition, 130
Pitch shift, equalizers, 249-250
Pitch-bend effects, characteristics, 321-322
Pich bender, 309
PichCraft (Bias), 316
Pitch shifting applications, 313-314
characteristics, 322-323
chorus, 295
formant-corrected, 315-316, 323
function, 312-313
limitations, 314
shifting goals, 317-318
time changes, 316-317
players, as audio hardware, 55-56
Polaritv inversion, stereo simulation, 343
Polarization, condenser mics, 139
Polar patterns, microphone directionality, 141-142
Pops
audio transfer troubleshooting, 131-132
track problems, 406-407
2-Pop software, 76-77
Portability, mixing projects, 370-371
Post-mixing tasks
back-up copies, 351
data compression process, 392-394
lock and print mastering, 385-390
stems and mix-minus tapes, 390-391
track testing, 391-392
Power cords, as hum culprit, 63-64
Precedence effect, in sound placement, 376
Pre-delay, reverberation, 298
Pre-editing budget analysis, 97-98
outside audio service budget, 98-100
technical decisions, 100-101
workflow decisions, 101
Pre-mixing, in dialog editing, 180
Presence, in dialog editing, 181
Pre-shoot production, preparation, 96-97
Principal effects, definition, 215
Print mastering, basic concept, 385-390
ProConvert, as interchange format conversion software, 81
Producing Great Sound for Film and Video, 401, 402, 404
Production audio, voice work, 286-287
Production effects (PFX) definition, 215
in dialog editing, 183
as sound source, 216
Pro-line level, consumer cross-connection, 58-59
Prop movements, Foley, 222-223
Psychoacoustic data compression, post-mixing, 392-394
Public performance license, music acquisition, 180-180
Pulldown, speed changes, 311
Pulse code modulation, 333
Purcell, John, 183
Q
Q, see Bandwidth (Q)
Quest for the One, 388
INDEX
tapping and marking, 201–202
thin sound, 207
trim codes, 123
time-domain effects, 288
track loudness, 403–404
track organization, 365
track softness, 401–403
transfer technology, 106
transfer-to-Tech Client Service—
music balance, 413
waveform editing, 161
working with frames, 69
Non-random noise, definition, 326
Non-sync sound effects, in pre-shoot
preparation, 97
Normals, patchbays, 53
NTSC
film sync on video, 127
and trim codes, 122–124
Nudge control, lip-sync in dialog
eventing, 184
Nyquist limit, basic concept, 21–22
OMFI, see Open Media Framework
Interchange (OMFI)
Omni-directional microphones,
characteristics, 140–141
On-screen loudspeakers, sound
placement, 380
On the Waterfront, 88
Open Media Framework Interchange
(OMFI), 73
Orchestral Problem, in music
eventing, 208–209
Organic sound, in effects design, 236
Original music, acquisition, 397–399
Outdoor sound, in pre-shoot
eventing, 181
Outdoor whispering, TV series,
387–388
Overlaps, in dialog editing, 180–181
Overloads
analogue vs. digital, 23
during metering, 116
Overs and metering, 43
Oversampling, audio I/O, 47
Pan, stereo simulation, 346–347
Parametric equalizers
characteristics, 253
tuning, 256–257
Patchbays, components, 52–54
Patterns, in music editing, 209
Peaking equalizers, and bandwidth,
24–25
Peak level control, compressors, 264
Peak-reading, and metering, 43
Perceptive sounds, editing and
placement, 230
Phantom voltage, microphones, 140
Phase chasers, stereo simulation, 348
Phase cancellation, 130
Phase inversion, stereo simulation,
348–351
Phase reversal, stereo simulation,
343
Phase shift, equalizers, 247
Phase vocoder, function, 318–319
Phone connection, voiceover
directing, 149–150
Phones, dialog editing, 168, 170–173
Phonetronic-based dialog editing, basic
concept, 169–170
Phonograph
record, 336–337
special effects, 360
Pilot signal, digital audio sync, 126
Pitch
definition, 5
d in dialog editing, 173
manipulation, 307–308
sample-rate speed changes, 308–309
speed changes with audio
processing, 309–311
time change independence, 294
troubleshooting, 409
var-speed effects, 320–321
Pitch-bend effects, characteristics, 321–322
Pitch bend, 309
PitchCraft (Bias), 316
Pitch shifting
applications, 313–314
characteristics, 322–323
chorus, 295
formant-corrected, 315–316, 323
function, 312–313
limitations, 314
shifting goals, 317–318
time changes, 316–317
Players, as audio hardware, 55–56
Poletivity inversion, stereo simulation,
234–235
Polarization, condenser mics, 139
Polar patterns, microphone
directionality, 141–142
Pops
audio transfer troubleshooting, 131–132
track problems, 406–407
2-POP software, 76–77
Portability, mixing projects, 370–371
Post-mixing tasks
back-up copies, 391
data compression process, 392–394
layback and print mastering, 389–390
stems and mix-minuses, 390–391
track testing, 391–392
Power cords, as hum culprit, 63–64
Precedence effect, in sound
placement, 376
Predelay, reverberation, 298
Pre-editing
budget analysis, 97–98
outside audio service budget, 98–100
technical decisions, 100–101
workflow decisions, 101
Pre-mixing, in dialog editing, 181
Presence, in dialog editing, 181
Pre-shoot production, preparation,
96–97
Principal effects, definition, 215
Print mastering, basic concept,
389–390
Pro Convert, as interchange format
conversion software, 81
Producing Great Sound for Film and
Video, 401, 402, 404
Production audio, voice over,
280–281
Production effects (PFX)
definition, 215
in dialog editing, 183
as sound source, 216
Pro line-level, consumer cross-
connection, 58–59
Prop movements, Foley, 222–223
Psychoacoustic data compression,
post-mixing, 392–394
Public performance license, music
acquisition, 189–190
Pulldown, speed changes, 311
Pulse code modulation, 393
Purcell, John, 183
Q
Q, see Bandwidth (Q)
Quest for the One, 388
Radio, special effects, 359
Random noise, as wiring problem,
64–65
Rafecration, definition, 3
Ratio control, compressors,
263–264
Reaction time, compressors,
268–269
Reconstruction filters, and sample
rates, 22
Recording
analog audio
digitization from analog tape
decks, 118–119
headroom and noise, 109, 111
level setting and meters,
112–115
metering, 115–117
small mixers, 118
DV and DAT deck problems,
409–410
field, sound effects, 223–225
proximity, and noise and echo,
12
recorder hardware, 55–56
voiceover, see Voiceover recording
ReSpatializer, 347
Reveal (Bias), 368
Reverberation
characteristics, 297–299
conventional reverbs, 299–300
definition, 289
and distancing, 300–301
historical use, 287–288
music reverbs and special effects
settings, 301–302
sound placement, 377–380
stereo simulation, 346–347
Reverse effect, C-Ioop, 234
Rhythm, in looping, 233
Ribbon microphones, characteristics,
140–141
Shield speakers, fallacies, 39
Short delays
chorus, 234–235
sound compression, 234–235
Short delays
chorus, 234–235
comb filter, 289–291
flanger, 292–293
Shogun microphones, characteristics,
141–142
Shuttle, in video software, 71
S
Sample rate
in audio digitization, 19
digital audio, 21–22
in digital audio transfers, 107
track problems, 407
Sampling reverberations,
characteristics, 300
Scoring, mixing, 380–381
Scott Hill, 384, 386–387
Script preparation, voiceover
recording, 146
Scrubbing, basic concept, 71–72
SDI, see Serial digital interface (SDI)
Search software
as audio utility, 81–82
sound effects selection, 229
Scrooge, Wolf, 128
Self-powered speakers, vs. amplified,
37–38
Semitones, speed changes, 310–311
Serial digital interface (SDI)
and timecodes, 125
Serial, music licensing, 196
Session flow, voiceover directing,
150–151
SFX Machine, 345
Shield speakers, fallacies, 39
Short delays
chorus, 293–296
comb filter, 289–291
flanger, 292–293
Shogun microphones
characteristics, 141–142
placement, 145
Shunting, in video software, 71
Shotgun microphones
characteristics, 141–142
Shutter, in video software, 71
Rooms and acoustics, 27
equalization in monitoring,
38–39
and resonance, 26

delay in dialog editing, 181–183
Round, Shelly, 389
Roundup, for digital audio, 54
Routine signals, selection, 52
Royalty-free music, 196
RS-232, and timecodes, 125
RS-422, and timecodes, 125
S
Sample rate
in audio digitization, 19
digital audio, 21–22
in digital audio transfers, 107
track problems, 407
Sampling reverberations,
characteristics, 300
Scoring, mixing, 380–381
Scotch Hill, 384, 386–387
Script preparation, voiceover
recording, 146
Scrubbing, basic concept, 71–72
SDI, see Serial digital interface (SDI)
Search software
as audio utility, 81–82
sound effects selection, 229
Scrooge, Wolf, 128
Self-powered speakers, vs. amplified,
37–38
Semitones, speed changes, 310–311
Serial digital interface (SDI)
and timecodes, 125
Serial, music licensing, 196
Session flow, voiceover directing,
150–151
SFX Machine, 345
Shield speakers, fallacies, 39
Short delays
chorus, 293–296
comb filter, 289–291
flanger, 292–293
Shogun microphones
characteristics, 141–142
placement, 145
Shunting, in video software, 71
ADR equipment, 154-156
ADR technique, 156-157
basic considerations, 135-136
character voiceovers, 136
directing
communication with narrator, 151-152
from distance, 148-150
narrator skills, 152-153
script preparation, 156
session flow, 150-151
and dynamics control, 281-282
guerra acoustica, 137-138
microphone choice, 143
microphone directionality, 140-142
microphone elements, 138-140
microphone placement, 143-145
in pre-shoot preparation, 97
in sound texture, 93

Voice work
equalizers, 259
music problems, 413
production audio, 280-281
audio l/o, 48-49
distortion and dialog, 112
and metering, 43-44
VU, see Volume unit (VU)

Walls
sound transmission issues, 29-32
studio acoustics, 27-28
War of the Worlds, 288
Water, for voiceover recording, 147
Waveform editing
dialog, 161-162
waveform problems, 403
Waveform levels, analog audio
recording, 112-115
WaveSurround, 347

Wow
mix encoding problems, 414
as release format, 396
Weber, Timothy J., 345
White noise reduction, 339-340
Whispering, outdoors, 387-388
Whistles, track problems, 406
Wideband pitch shifting, 322-323
Width control, stereo simulation, 351
Wild sound effects, in pre-shoot
preparation, 97
Williams, John, 86, 208
Wind noise, track problems, 405
Windows computers, vs. Macintosh, 82
Word shape, and filters, 320
Wiring
basic considerations, 15-16, 56
digital standards, 60-62
hum, 62-64
random noise, 64-65
sudden death, 65-66
timecode wiring, 58-59
Voltage
digital audio, 54
Word emphasis, by narrator, 153
Wordflow, in track planning
basic considerations, 94-95
technique selection, 96
theatrical soundtracks, 95
video-style workflows, 95-96

Word dock, digital audio, 54
Word emphasis, by narrator, 153
Workflow, in track planning
basic considerations, 94-95
technique selection, 96
theatrical soundtracks, 95
video-style workflows, 95-96